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Find GIFs with the latest and newest hashtags! Search, discover and share your favorite
Middle Finger GIFs. The best GIFs are on GIPHY. There's a Unicode codepoint (as of 7.0)
for that. The official name is. REVERSED HAND WITH. Some pre-unicode suggestions
are at Middle Finger Emoticons including the classic ASCII forms: t(-_-t) -_-*,,|, t(0.0t) t(^^t)
..|..('_') ..|.. 100.9k Views . Looking for a Middle Finger Emoticon? Come in and check out
our big collection of finger emoticons and animated smileys. They're rude, offensive and
free to . The 'reversed hand with middle finger extended' emoji is a special symbol that can
be used on smartphones, tablets, and computers. Your device needs to . For most angry
Japanese emoticons just use > and < for eyes. throwing up it's hands in anger and if you
really want to express anger use a 凸 for a middle finger.. Sometimes you feel so angry that
you just need to give someone the finger.
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